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The description of patterns of genetic diversity based on large SNP data
sets is the basis to understand evolutionary processes and define
science-based management options. Yet to do this one has to apply
multiple software packages with variable input and output formats.
AIM OF THE PROJECT
A user-friendly and flexible bioinformatics pipeline that handles large
SNP data files and produces standardised output files containing the
estimated population genetic parameters.
INPUTS / OUTPUTS
The pipeline runs in R environment (R – studio) using both R and UNIX
commands.
We built our pipeline under the R and UNIX/Linux environments (free
and open source). The user feeds the pipeline with the following input
files:
✓ .vcf file (Variant Call Format file – containing the SNP data in
compressed format .vcf.gz.)
✓ .txt file (text file - containing the relevant population labels on the
first column)
✓ .Rmd file (R markdown file – containing the workflow of R scripts and
commands from several genetics R packages)
✓ Other relevant files to run NeEstimator and fastPhase
The pipeline automatically returns:
✓ .csv file (containing a table with all the estimated genetic parameters
for each population)
✓ .pdf file (containing folded SFS plots for each population)
✓ .dat file (a fasta file that is used for the NeEstimator software –
potential use in other software)
✓ .vcf.gz file (a new vcf file after using filtering)
GENETIC DIVERSITY PARAMETERS
The pipeline computes genetic diversity statistics, such as:
1. Expected (𝐻𝑒 ) heterozygosity
2. Observed (𝐻0 ) heterozygosity
3. Inbreeding coefficient (𝐹𝐼𝑆 )
4. 𝐹𝑆𝑇 𝑖 as the genetic differentiation compared to all the other
populations of each species
5. Effective Population Size (𝑁𝑒 )
6. Folded Site Frequency Spectrum (SFS)
For an unbiased estimation of Ne, in case of closely linked SNPs within
the same scaffold/gene/chromosome, multiple subsets can be produced
by selecting randomly one SNP per scaffold or by reconstructing
haplotypes.
This pipeline requires minimum user input and is an efficient tool for
analyzing SNP data in population genetic studies, successfully estimating
standard diversity statistics in an automatic and cost-effective way. The
open-source code can be adjusted to accommodate other statistics.
FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
✓ Import different formats of genetic data (GenAlEx, Structure etc.)
✓ Estimate more genetic parameters (𝑁𝑚 , 𝐹𝑆𝑇 outliers etc.)
✓ Export data in other formats to be used in external software

